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Summary
R449A is non-flammable and non-toxic blend of almost equal amounts of R32, R125, R1234yf and R134a
with a GWP of 1397, which is almost 65 % lower than that of R404A. Its boiling temperature is close to
that of R404A, but its critical temperature is somewhat higher (81.5 °C). The temperature glide is high approximately 6 K at atmospheric pressure. R449A is shown to have good thermal stability and material
compatibility. R449A is seen as a retrofit refrigerant for current R404A systems. While certain
adjustments and checks are necessary, generally it is expected that the R449A system will be able to
keep similar capacity and energy efficiency as compared to R404A/R507A.
According to the theoretical evaluations both efficiency and cooling capacity is expected to be
comparable when retrofitting from R404A to R449A. Looking at a few studied it can be expected to gain
a little in efficiency, 3-7%, and loose a little, 0-10% in cooling capacity. Further the studies show an
increased compressor discharge temperature up to 18 K for MT and up to 35 K for LT conditions. This
suggests that the use of R449A at low temperature conditions and high refrigerant superheat conditions
may lead to the high compressor discharge temperatures.
In this study case, the baseline data has been established with a Climacheck performance analyser. The
retrofit guide from the refrigerant manufacturer was followed and for all the systems the lubrication oil
was replaced together with the filter drier. As marginal increase in charge was noted. In one case the
removed R404A charge was 12 kg and the new R449A charge was 12.5 kg.
The case study 1 (CS1 – a large size fully indirect system) MT compressor showed 13 K higher discharge
temperature whereas the COP was comparable – essentially no difference was seen in these tests, and
the cooling capacity was about 10% lower with R449A. The CS1 LT system showed 15 K higher discharge
temperature and the COP was about 7% higher. The cooling capacity was about 2% lower for R449A
compared to R404A at the same conditions.
The case study 2 (CS2 – a small size DX-system) MT compressor had a maximum compressor discharge
temperature with R449A of about 98 °C, whereas the maximum for R404A system was 92 °C. A
difference in the superheat account for the lower than expected difference. The energy usage for R449A
was about 2% higher than that of R404A. The discharge temperature of the LT compressor showed
significantly higher discharge temperatures for R449A with a difference of 15-20 K higher than R404A. In
absolute terms the maximum the observed temperature is just above 120°C.
The conclusion is that the two refrigerants have very similar efficiencies but R449A typically show slightly
lower capacity corresponding to a 0-10% reduction. The discharge temperatures are considerably higher
for R449A and especially for LT applications this may become an issue.
The R449A refrigerant is marketed as a so called drop in solution, however, a critical property is the
discharge gas temperature which for a LT system may increase in the range 15-30 °C. In practice this
implies that the LT systems have to be analysed before retrofitting. Therefore it is strongly
recommended to analyse the system before retrofitting. Most important is to check the superheat and
discharge temperature levels before initiating a retrofit.

Sammanfattning
Detta projekt har genomförts som ett samarbete mellan Energi & Kylanalys (EKA), KTH, Huurre, Ahlsell,
Chemours och ICA. Huurre har stått för kontakten med butikerna och praktiskt genomfört
konverteringarna. Ahlsell och Chemours har bidragit med material och materiel för genomförandet. EKA
och KTH har genomfört mätningar, datainsamling, analys, sammanställning och rapportering.
R449A är en blandning av nästan lika stora andelar av R32, R125, R1234yf och R134a med en GWP av
1397, vilket är nästan 65% lägre än för R404A . Dess kokpunkt är nära den för R404A, men dess kritiska
temperatur är något högre (81,5 ° C). Temperatur-gliden är hög - cirka 6 K vid atmosfärstryck. R449A har
god termisk stabilitet och materialkompatibilitet. R449A kan ses som ett drop-in-köldmedium för
befintliga R404A system. Vissa justeringar och kontroller är nödvändiga, men i allmänhet kan man
förvänta sig likvärdig kapacitet och energieffektivitet som R404A/R507A. Enligt den teoretiska
utvärderingen bekräftas att både effektivitet och kapacitet förväntas vara jämförbar vid konvertering
från R404A till R449A. Om man tittar några olika studier så kan man förväntas få en liten höjning av
effektivitet, 3-7 %, och samtidigt tappa lite, 0-10 %, i kylkapacitet. Vidare studier visar en ökad
hetgastemperatur på upp till ca 18 K för MT och upp till ca 35 K för LT. Detta tyder på att användningen
av R449A vid låga förångningstemperaturer och höga överhettningar kan leda till kritiska
hetgastemperaturer.
I denna studie har fullskaliga tester genomförts med en sk ClimaCheck-utrustning. Konverteringen
utfördes enligt en manual från köldmedietillverkaren och i alla system byttes oljan samt torkfilter.
Generellt noterades en marginell ökning av köldmediemängden. I ett fall var R404A fyllningen 12 kg och
den nya R449A fyllningen blev 12,5 kg.
Fallstudie 1 (CS1 – ett relativt stort indirekt system) MT gav 13 K högre hetgastemperatur medan COP var
jämförbar, och kylkapaciteten var ca 10 % lägre med R449A. CS1 LT-systemet visade 15 K högre
hetgastemperatur och COP var ca 7 % högre. Kylkapaciteten var ca 2 % lägre för R449A jämfört med
R404A vid samma förhållanden.Fallstudie 2 (CS2 – ett relativt litet DX-system) MT hade en högsta
hetgastemperatur med R449A på ca 98 °C, medan den motsvarande högsta för R404A var 92 °C. En lägre
överhettning för R449A förklarar den mindre än förväntade skillnaden. Energianvändningen för R449A
var omkring 2 % högre än för R404A. Hetgastemperaturen för LT blev betydligt högre med R449A där
skillnaden var 15-20 K jämfört med R404A. I absoluta termer var hetgastemperaturen för R449A just
över 120 °C.
Slutsatsen är att de två köldmedierna har en likvärdig effektivitet men R449A visar typiskt något lägre
kapacitet motsvarande en minskning 0-10%. R449A marknadsförs som en så kallad drop-in-lösning, dock
är hetgastemperaturen en kritisk egenskap vilken för LT-system kan öka i intervallet 15 till 30 K. I
praktiken innebär detta att LT-systemen måste analyseras innan konvertering. Därför är det starkt
rekommenderat att analysera systemen innan konvertering. Viktigast är att kontrollera överhettning och
hetgastemperatur innan en konvertering.
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Nomenclature
CFC – chlorofluorocarbon
COP – coefficient of performance
DX – direct expansion
F-Gas Regulation - European regulation No 517/2014 on fluorinated gases
GHG – greenhouse gas
GWP - Global Warming Potential
HC – hydrocarbons
HCFC – hydrochlorofluorocarbon
HFC – hydrofluorocarbon
HX – heat exchanger
IHX – internal heat exchanger
LT – low temperature
MT – medium temperature
POE – polyolester
SC – subcooling
SH – superheat

1 Introduction
In order to mitigate global warming there is a need to reduce the emissions of greenhouse gases (GHGs)
into the atmosphere. Many synthetic refrigerants are strong GHGs. Moreover, the refrigeration systems
that contain these refrigerants serve as greenhouse gases emissions banks that store the greenhouse
gases that most likely will leak into atmosphere at in the future. It is therefore the actions required to
reduce usage of strong greenhouse gases as soon as possible.
European regulation No 517/2014 on fluorinated gases (F-Gas Regulation) aims to reduce the emissions
of fluorinated greenhouse gases and facilitates this aim with a number of actions. For instance, according
to the F-Gas Regulation, from 1 January 2020 stationary refrigeration equipment that contain high Global
Warming Potential (GWP) refrigerants that have GWP equal or greater than 2500, with some exceptions,
are prohibited from placing on the European market. Moreover, the use of such fluorinated greenhouse
gases to service or maintain refrigeration equipment with a charge size of 40 tonnes of CO2 equivalent or
more, shall be prohibited from the same date (European Parliament 2014).
Thus, the greatest impact of the F-Gas Regulation will be on users of R404A, which is the most popular
refrigerant for supermarket refrigeration systems. Equipment manufacturers and users are therefore
looking for the alternative refrigerants to replace R404A in new and existing equipment. The
replacement process is complex since there are numerous routes to take such as natural refrigerants
such as R744, R717 and R290 or lower (compared to R404A) GWP HFCs such as R449A, R448A, etc.
This study has, however, focused on R449A which is a refrigerant blend that is developed as a
replacement to R404A with GWP of nearly one third that of R404A. R449A is non-flammable refrigerant
that is said to be suitable for both new equipment and retrofit of existing systems (Chemours 2016b).
R449A is therefore considered as a replacement to R404A in supermarket refrigeration systems. While
there are some studies that analyse the performance of R449A as replacement to R404A in commercial
refrigeration systems in both theoretical and experimental way, there is limited number of experimental
work that studies the replacement of R404A with R449A in real supermarket systems.
As there are different standards and references for GWP values it should be mentioned that this report
refers to the so called AR4 standard.

Aim and objectives
The overall aim of the project is to evaluate the potential of replacing the R404A with R449A in realistic
and unbiased way. Two different supermarket stores has been selected for the evaluation, both are
representative for the facilities around the country that face a conversion in the future.
In order to reach the aim, the following objectives are set:




Retrofit two different types of refrigeration systems;
The learning outcomes from the conversion are clearly communicated before, during and after
the conversion;
Baseline performance of the converted systems is documented both before and after the
conversion;




Any adjustments and the impact of such are documented (e.g. the expansion valves)
Compile conclusions regarding key parameters for retrofit (containing information regarding
what systems parameters are critical for a successful conversion)

Scope and limitations
The work is limited to the two case studies and therefore the conclusions are based on the results
observed at the two supermarkets. However, the theoretical work and the discussion extends beyond
these two objects and the conclusions are therefore generalize the applicability of R449A to replace
R404A in commercial refrigeration systems.

2 Low GWP refrigerants in commercial refrigeration systems
2.1

Refrigerants in historical perspective

Since the invention of vapour compression refrigeration cycle, the refrigeration industry has undergone
through several generations of volatile fluids used as refrigerants (Figure 1). Until 1922 ammonia (NH3),
carbon dioxide (CO2), sulphur dioxide (SO2) and water were major working fluids in vapour compression
cycles. Out of them ammonia and sulphur dioxide are toxic in small quantities; application of carbon
dioxide and water is limited due to their thermal properties. Hydrocarbons (HCs) were also used at that
time (Palm 2008).

Figure 1 - Refrigerants development timeline

In 1930 at a meeting of the American Chemical Society Thomas Midley presented a new refrigerant to be
known as “Freon”. It has been able to provide a solution for refrigeration industry in form of nonflammable refrigerant with no smell and no poisonous effect, hence substituting old toxic refrigerants
such as ammonia and sulphur dioxide. This refrigerant has become popular very fast and made the world
to believe that the era of chlorofluorocarbons (CFC) has begun (Palm 2011). It took almost 50 years to
identify the threat to the ozone layer from CFC gases (Molina & Rowland 1974). The work of Molina and
Rowland has raised the attention to the effect of CFCs on the environment. This consequently led to the
restrictions on CFC release that initiated during the late 1970s and early 1980s. As a result, the Montreal
Protocol on Substances That Deplete the Ozone Layer has been adopted in order to protect the ozone

layer by phasing out the production of numerous substances believed to be responsible for ozone
depletion.
New refrigerants development has taken place in order to replace CFCs and HCFCs in many applications.
The transition from these substances to mainly different HFCs or their blends took place. However the
substitution of such refrigerants with HFCs is not completely solving the environmental problems. Widely
used HFCs have quite significant GWP and hence contribute to the global warming.
As of today, the air-conditioning and refrigeration systems are significant contributors of GHGs in
atmosphere. It is estimated that they are responsible for approximately 10% of total worldwide CO2
equivalent emissions released (Bella & Kaemmer 2011). Within this 10%, the share of HFC emissions in
total fluorinated gas emission amount is increasing and is expected to further increase, if no actions will
be taken (Figure 2).

Figure 2 - Global GWP-weighted emissions of refrigerants (WMO et al. 2010)

As it is seen from the Figure 2, the replacement of CFC and HCFC substances with HFCs has brought
feasible environmental benefits, and particular focus on substitution of high GWP refrigerants should be
given. The replacement of high GWP refrigerants (as for instance R404A used in supermarket
refrigeration systems) with the lower GWP alternative ones (as for instance with R449A) will facilitate
mitigating the global GHG increase and global warming.

2.2

General characteristics of R449A in comparison to R404A

R449A is non-flammable and non-toxic blend of almost equal amounts of R32, R125, R1234yf and R134a
(24.3/24.7/25.3/25.7 mass% respectively) with a GWP of 1397, which is almost 65 % lower than that of
R404A. It was developed by Chemours (former DuPont) as DR-33 refrigerant and now sold under the
name Opteon XP40. R449A is a refrigerant blend that matches R404A performance and suitable for both
new equipment and retrofit of existing systems (Chemours 2016b). Its boiling temperature is close to
that of R404A, but its critical temperature is somewhat higher (81.5 °C). The temperature glide is not
negligible and is approximately 6 K at atmospheric pressure. These main refrigerant properties are listed
in Table 1 in comparison to that of R404A.
Table 1 - Properties of R449A and R404A

Composition
ASHRAE safety
classification
Boiling point @ 1atm, °C
Critical temperature, °C
Critical pressure, bar(a)
GWP (AR4) (IPCC 2007)
GWP, % to R404A
Temperature glide

R404A
R143a/R125/R134a
A1

R449A
R32/R125/R1234yf/ R134a
A1

-46.5
72.1
37.3
3922
100
~1 K

-46.0
81.5
44.5
1397
36
~6 K

R449A is shown to have good thermal stability and material compatibility (Minor & Frank 2012).
Refrigerant remains clear and no visible metal coupons corrosion are observed as a results of a 14 days
ageing test of refrigerant in presence of POE32 lubricant and copper, aluminium and carbon steel metal
coupons. Refrigerant has also shown to be stable at presence of air and/or water. R449A is shown to be
miscible with POE lubricants at different concentrations at wide range of temperatures (Minor & Frank
2012).
R449A is seen as a retrofit refrigerant for current R404A systems. Chemours provides a set of guidelines
to transit to R449A from R404A and R507A refrigerants (Chemours 2016a). While certain adjustments
and checks are necessary, generally it is expected that the R449A system will be able to keep similar
capacity and energy efficiency as compared to R404A/R507A. A few cases of successful conversion of
R407F and R507A in existing commercial and industrial medium and low temperature refrigeration
systems to R449A have been reported to date. As a result, systems are said to show an improved energy
efficiency after conversion to R449A refrigerant (Cooling post 2014).
Table 2 presents the theoretical comparison of R449A with R404A at the conditions of constant
subcooling of 10 K, 65% compression isentropic efficiency at varying superheating at medium and low
evaporating temperature conditions. It can be seen, that R449A is expected to be more energy efficient
than R449A at both MT and LT conditions. The cooling effect of R449A is significantly higher than R404A,
whereas the specific vapour density at the compressor outlet is lower. Given the retrofit conditions,
where R449A refrigerant can be used in the compressor that was operated with R404A, it can be
expected that cooling capacity will be comparable regardless of the refrigerant. The compressor

discharge temperature is elevated when using R449A, whereas the increase is significant at LT
conditions. For instance, at the current example it is expected that the discharge temperature will be up
to 24 K higher when using R449A at lower temperature conditions at high superheat values.
Table 2 - Theoretical cycle analysis of R449A in comparison to R404A at MT and LT conditions

R449A

R404A

R449A

R404A

Superheat, K
10
20
MT (-10°C mean evaporating /35°C mean condensing)
COP MT
3,19
3,19
COP, % to R404A
+1,8%
+0,8%
T discharge, °C
75,6
86,6
- difference to R404A, °C
13,3
13,9
cooling effect, kJ/kg
170,4
179,5
% to R449A
+27%
+25%
3
specific vapour density, kg/m
16,1
15,4
% to R404A
-26%
-26%
COP MT
3,14
3,17
T discharge, °C
62,3
72,7
cooling effect, kJ/kg
134,2
143,5
3
specific vapour density, kg/m
21,7
20,7
LT (-35°C mean evaporating /35°C mean condensing)
COP LT
1,66
1,66
COP, % to R404A
+4,2%
+3,0%
T discharge, °C
99,5
111,2
- difference to R404A, °C
22,2
22,9
cooling effect, kJ/kg
155,7
163,9
% to R404A
+31%
+29%
3
specific vapour density, kg/m
6,2
5,9
% to R404A
-28%
-29%
COP LT
1,59
1,62
T discharge, °C
77,3
88,4
cooling effect, kJ/kg
119,0
127,4
3
specific vapour density, kg/m
8,6
8,3

30

40

3,19
-0,5%
97,5
14,3
188,5
+23%
14,7
-26%
3,21
83,2
152,8
19,8

3,20
-1,4%
108,4
14,7
197,6
+22%
14,1
-25%
3,25
93,7
162,1
18,9

1,67
+1,8%
122,9
23,4
172,1
+27%
5,6
-29%
1,64
99,5
135,8
7,9

1,68
+0,7%
134,6
24,0
180,4
+25%
5,4
-29%
1,67
110,6
144,4
7,6

Theoretical comparison of low GWP alternatives for different refrigeration configurations taking R404A
as baseline has been performed for R449A and 5 other low GWP replacements for R404A at different
system configurations (basic cycle (BC), basic cycle with IHX (BCIHX), direct injection (DI) and subcooler
cycle (SC)). The assumption for the simulation include (Mota-Babiloni et al. 2014a):




subcooling degree (at the condenser outlet): 2 °C;
isenthalpic process is considered at the expansion valve;
ideal compression;






no heat transfer to the surroundings;
pressure drops are neglected;
heat exchange efficiency in subcooler: 0.7;
heat exchange efficiency in IHX: 0.3 (in order to avoid high discharge temperatures).

The modelled performance is presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3 - COP results compared with R404A a) for basic cycle (BC), b) for basic cycle with IHX (BCIHX), c) for direct injection
(DI), d) for subcooler (SC) (Mota-Babiloni et al. 2014a)

It was concluded that better energy efficiency is obtained with all lower GWP R404A replacements,
including R449A (DR33). Another theoretical comparison has been conducted by Mota-Babiloni et al.
(2014b). Their theoretical model yielded promising results in terms of COP gain of R449A in comparison
to R404A, which spanned between 6 and 25% depending on the total temperature difference between
the heat exchangers. The highest gain in COP was achieved with the highest temperature lift. Also a gain
in volumetric flow under low condenser temperatures was predicted as well as the contrary for high
condenser temperatures. The same team of scientists later reported that an energy consumption of
R449A system is 8-12% lower at medium temperature conditions and 3-4% lower at low temperature
conditions can be expected (Mota-Babiloni et al. 2015).

According to the R449A developer, R449A can theoretically improve 5 and 4% compared to the R404A
performance at low and medium temperature conditions (and condenser temperature of 313K), and the
cooling capacity values of both fluids were very similar (Chemours 2016a). In a display case/condensing
unit retrofit study, they show decrease of the energy consumption during both middle and low
temperature conditions, Table 3 (Chemours 2016b).
Table 3 – Data from a retrofit study of R404A display case/condensing unit converted to R449A (Chemours 2016b)

Ambient Temperature
Energy consumption
Relative mass flow
Suction pressure
Discharge pressure
Discharge temperature

Medium temperature
28 °C
35 °C
-8%
-12%
-16%
-17%
+0 kPa
+35 kPa
-48 kPa
-35 kPa
+3 K
+2 K

Low temperature
28 °C
35 °C
-3%
-4%
-19%
-21%
-8 kPa
-12 kPa
-31 kPa
-37 kPa
+5 K
+5 K

Theoretical cycle analysis of R449A has been performed by Wang et al. (2012) at five different operating
conditions. The results of the analysis, shown in the Table 4, reflect that R449A has higher than R404A
COP and relative capacity at every of the five selected operation conditions.
Table 4 - Thermodynamic cycle calculation conditions (Wang et al. 2012)

Mean evaporator temp., °C
Mean condenser temp., °C
Evaporator outlet superheat, K
Compressor suction superheat, K
Subcooling, K
COP, relative to R404A
Relative capacity, rel. to R404A

Condition
Condition
1
2
4
7
38
54
6
6
6
11
6
8
Simulation results:
+3%
+6%
0%
+4%

Condition
3
-7
43
6
11
0

Condition
4
-18
43
6
6
0

Condition
5
-32
41
6
22
0

+8%
+6%

+14%
+4%

+11%
+2%

Performance of R449A has been experimentally evaluated in a reach-in freezer originally designed for
R404A with the only change in the system made to a TXV adjustment to compare at equivalent
evaporator superheat (Minor & Wells 2012). The test results show that both refrigerants lead to similar
energy consumption at lower ambient temperatures, whereas at higher ambient temperature of 32 °C
R449A has 4% lower energy consumption compared to R404A baseline. The compressor discharge
temperature is higher in the case of R449A refrigerant, but still within reasonable limits for given
application. Mass flow rate is seen to be decreased as well, that could require some attention to the
piping when retrofitting of a refrigeration system.

Table 5 - Reach-in Freezer Steady State Test Results (Minor & Wells 2012)(Minor & Gerstel 2014)

Refrigerant

Energy
consumption
kWh/day Rel. to
R404A

R404A
R449A

33.46
32.16

100%
96%

R404A
R449A

25.11
25.00

100%
100%

R404A
R449A

23.39
23.41

100%
100%

Mass
flow
rate
kg/h

Suction
temperature

Suction
pressure

Discharge
pressure

P
ratio

°C

kPa

kPa

-

Compressor
discharge
temperature
°C

2027
1931

10
11

90
104

1647
1551

8
9

75
88

1558
1448

8
8

70
83

Ambient temperature 32 °C
44
-5.2
211
30
4.6
172
Ambient temperature 24 °C
46
-9.7
198
31
0.6
172
Ambient temperature 21 °C
48
-13.1
199
33
0.7
172

R449A has significant temperature glide during evaporation and condensation – about 6K. This can affect
the heat transfer performance of evaporator and condenser as it influences the temperature difference
between the refrigerant and secondary fluid. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show a temperature profile of
working fluids in counter-flow evaporator depending on the refrigerant (R404A and R449A) and
secondary refrigerant type (CO2 and propylene glycol solution). Here, the desired secondary refrigerant
temperature at the evaporator outlet is fixed constant at -30 °C and the refrigerant superheat is kept at 5
K level, the pinch point is set to be 1K and the secondary refrigerant temperature difference is assumed
to be 5 K for propylene glycol solution and 0 K for CO2 used in the secondary circuit. It can be seen, that
use of refrigerant with a glide may lead to the greater temperature difference in the evaporator, as well
as require lower evaporating temperatures to ensure the desired secondary refrigerant temperature at
the evaporator outlet. There is, however, a potential to optimize the evaporating profile by trying to
match the secondary refrigerant temperature profile to that of the refrigerant with a glide. For instance,
the greater temperature difference of a fictitious secondary refrigerant fluid at the Figure 4 will improve
the performance of the evaporator. Similar consideration apply to the condenser heat exchanger as well.

Figure 4 - Temperature profile of an evaporator with a secondary refrigerant fluid (i.e. brine).

Figure 5 - Temperature profile of an evaporator with CO2 as a secondary fluid.

To study the heat exchanger adaptation and operation of the new refrigerants, Kedzierski and Kang
(2016) measured local flow boiling heat transfer in a fluid heated micro-fin tube for qualities between 10
and 70% (Figure 6). The heat transfer coefficients for R449A and R448A are 26 to 43% and 31 to 48%,

respectively, less than that of R404A for qualities between 10 and 70%. The lower heat transfer
coefficient of R448A and R449A, as compared to that of R404A, is despite having an approximate 20%
higher liquid thermal conductivity than R404A.

Figure 6 - Flow boiling heat transfer coefficient versus quality for test refrigerants.

The compressor manufacturer Embraco published that although discharge temperature of R449A was 6
and 5.8K higher than R404A, it was lower than other R404A alternatives as R448A, R407A and R407F. At
the same time, it was concluded that R449A cannot be considered as a drop-in substitution for systems
using their R404A compressors as usage of R449A can require additional actions as for instance system
condensing temperature reduction (larger condenser, improved ventilation) or return gas temperature
reduction in order to achieve similar thermal profile as with refrigerant R404A (Zgliczynski & Sedliak 2015).
The effect that refrigerant has on compressor efficiency is analysed based on the data available for the
Bitzer 4GE-30Y compressor, that is approved for operation with both R404A and R449A and rated for
41.8 kW and 43.8 kW for R404A and R449A respectively (Eriksson 2015). The isentropic efficiencies for
the compressor were calculated based on the polynomial data provided by the manufacturer at mean
condensing temperature of 35 ˚C for varying compressor pressure ratios (hence varying mean
evaporating temperatures), as presented on Figure 7.

Figure 7 - Compressor isentropic efficiencies for R404A and R449A (Eriksson 2015)

As it can be seen from the figure, the choice of refrigerant has negligible effect on the given
compressor’s isentropic efficiencies at pressure ratios in range from approximately 4 to 6. With
increasing pressure rations we can observe lower efficiency of compressor operating with R449A, than
R404A. At lower pressure ratios the effect is inverse.
Many compressor manufacturers have approved a number of compressor models for use with the R449A
refrigerant. However, it is recommended to have discharge gas temperatures maintained below 125°C
for multi-cylinder and below 120°C for single cylinder compressors with an evaporating temperature
of -30°C and below (Tecumseh 2016). Bitzer, for instance, has a number of the semi-hermetic
reciprocating compressors that are approved for both R404A and R449A refrigerants. At the example of
the Bitzer semi-hermetic reciprocating compressor 6HE-35Y, the manufacturer do not allow evaporating
temperatures lower than -40 °C and condensing temperatures higher than 60 °C when using R449A
refrigerant, whereas the allowed operation conditions in case of R404A refrigerant are slightly different.

a) R404A refrigerant
b) R449A refrigerant
Figure 8 - Bitzer 6HE-35Y operation temperatures envelop for refrigerants R404A and R449A (BITZER 2016).
Table 6 presents the Bitzer 6HE-35Y compressor discharge temperatures as listed in the manufacturer
database (BITZER 2016). The data is resented at various operating conditions at varying superheat and 10
K subcooling for both R404A and R449A refrigerants. It can be seen, that the compressor discharge
temperature increase is in the range of 14,4 to 17,9 K in case of the MT conditions and up to 24,7 to 35 K
in case of the LT conditions. Presented data therefore suggests that the use of R449A refrigerant at low

temperature conditions and high refrigerant superheat conditions may lead to the unacceptably high
compressor discharge temperatures.
Table 6 - Expected compressor discharge temperatures (BITZER 2016).

Operating conditions

MT

LT

Superheat, K
10

20

30

40

-15/35 R404A (R449A)

62,4 (76,8)

72,1 (87,0)

81,8 (97,1)

91,7 (107,3)

-15/45 R404A (R449A)

74,4 (90,9)

83,8 (100,8)

93,3 (110,8)

102,8 (120,7)

-35/35 R404A (R449A)

76,6 (101,3)

86,6 (112,0)

96,7 (122,7)

106,8 (133,3)

-40/40 R404A (R449A)

92,3 (126,4)

102,3 (137,3)

112,3 (---)

122,3 (---)

Summing up, the available data suggests that R449A can be a replacement to R404A in commercial
refrigeration equipment as it is able to provide comparable to R404A capacity and increased energy
efficiency. However, the attention should be given to the increased compressor discharge temperature,
decreased mass flow rate and a non-negligible temperature glide.

3 Field test equipment and analysis methodology

The applicability of R449A refrigerant as a suitable R404A retrofit has been evaluated in experimental
field measurements made at medium and low temperature circuits of two representative supermarket
systems. For each system a number of relevant parameters (including temperatures, pressures and
power measurement) have been measured in order to obtain the performance characteristics for each
systems.

3.1 Measurement equipment
The measurement equipment hard and software used is the so called Climacheck equipment. The
hardware consists of equipment depicted in the subsequent Figure 9, Figure 10 and Figure 11 where the
sensors are mounted to some of the system components.

Figure 9 - Temperature sensor and pressure transducer mounted on site of the CS1 system

The PT1000 Class A temperature sensors have an uncertainty of ± 0.2 K and the pressure sensors ± 1% of
the full scale reading. The power measurement equipment is of Class B and the associated current
transformers can be assumed to be within ± 2% of actual rating.

Figure 10 - Instrumentation for voltage measurement on site of the CS1 system.

Figure 11 - Pressure transducer installed on the CO2 receiver of CS1LT system.

The data from the sensors and power meter has been collected during a period of representative
operation of the system at interval of 30 seconds. The data has been further analysed using the
thermodynamic property data of each refrigerant that is obtained from the Refrop 9.1 using the latest
refrigerant mixing data (Lemmon et al. 2013).

3.2 Analysis methodology
The onsite measurements have been carried out with the performance analysing system ClimaCheck.
The input to the system are the above indicated measurement point including relevant temperatures,
pressures and powers.

Figure 12 – The portable onsite measurement system Climacheck.

Potential outputs of interest are system energy usage, cooling capacity, COP and process parameters
such as evaporation and condensing temperatures, superheat and subcooling. These are of key interest
when comparing refrigeration system before and after the retrofit.
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Figure 13 - Simplified drawing of the CS1MT cooling system. Secondary coolant inlet and secondary refrigerant outlet as
reference temperatures.

In the figure above the specific point of measurement are indicated which principally consist of the two
pressure levels as well as the temperatures before and after each component. In addition to that the
respective coolant and secondary refrigerant temperatures are measured where the latter will enable
heat exchanger analysis as well.
3.2.1 Definitions
Since the refrigerants in this study are both glide fluids, although R404A does not have a significant glide,
the definition of the respective evaporation as well as condensing temperature is important. When
talking about glide refrigerants one often refer to “middle/mid evaporating” and “middle/mid
condensing” temperatures, where the mid evaporating temperature is the average of temperature at
the evaporator inlet and dew temperature of the refrigerant at the evaporation outlet pressure
(equation 1).
𝑇𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝_𝑚𝑖𝑑 =

𝑇𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑛 + 𝑇𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑑𝑒𝑤
2

( 1)

The condensing temperature is the average of bubble and dew temperature at the condenser (equation
2).
𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑_𝑚𝑖𝑑 =

𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑤 + 𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑏𝑢𝑏𝑏𝑙𝑒
2

( 2)

Subcooling is calculated as refrigerant temperature difference between the refrigerant bubble
temperature at the condensing pressure and the temperature on the inlet to expansion valve
(equation 3).
𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑏𝑢𝑏𝑏𝑙𝑒 − 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑝.𝑣_𝑖𝑛

(3)

Superheating is calculated as refrigerant temperature difference between the temperature at the
compressor inlet and refrigerant dew temperature at the evaporating pressure (equation 4)
𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑒𝑟ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟_𝑖𝑛 − 𝑇𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝_𝑑𝑒𝑤

(4)

3.2.2 Calculation method
In order to calculate the cooling capacity and the COP the refrigerant mass flow has to be determined.
This method uses the so called internal method which is based on using the compressor as a mass flow
meter.
The refrigerant mass flow rate is calculated by an energy balance over the compressor. By measuring the
pressure and temperature before and after the compressor and the electricity input to the compressor it
is possible to calculate the mass flow rate according to the equation 5, as visualized on the Figure 14:

𝑚̇ =

𝜂𝑒𝑙 . 𝑃𝑒𝑙 − 𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑟 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠
ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝.𝑜𝑢𝑡 − ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝.𝑖𝑛

(5)

Where
𝑚̇: Refrigerant mass flow rate
𝜂𝑒𝑙 : Electric motor efficiency
𝑃𝑒𝑙 : Electric power to the compressor motors
𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑟 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 : Heat loss from compressor body and/or compressor cooling by oil/water
ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝.𝑜𝑢𝑡 : Enthalpy after compressor
ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝.𝑖𝑛 : Enthalpy before compressor

Figure 14 – Compressor energy balance.

In addition to the measured data, two parameters are important for an accurate calculation; the
electrical motor efficiency and the heat rejection from the compressor body. To estimate the heat losses
from the compressor body, 7% of the input power is suggested by ClimaCheck.
The cooling capacity is calculated as a product of refrigerant mass flow and refrigerant enthalpy
difference between the compressor inlet and the evaporator inlet, equation 6.
𝑄̇𝑜 = 𝑚̇ ∙ (ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝.𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡 − ℎ𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝.𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡 )

(6)

The coefficient of performance (COP) of the system can thus be calculated as the cooling capacity and
electrical power are known, according to equation 7.
𝐶𝑂𝑃 =

𝑄̇𝑜
𝑃𝑒𝑙

(7)

3.2.3 Assumptions
Depending on what kind of compressor is being used a number of assumptions and additional
measurements will have to be done. In the present case the compressors are all semi hermetic which
implies that the electrical motor losses are fully absorbed by the refrigerant so the efficiency is no
interest for the analysis method. The only unknown is the heat loss from the compressor body but
empiric results for this compressor type has shown that about 7% of the input power is lost to the
surrounding. This assumptions has been held constant throughout the measurements in this study.
Another critical factor is to achieve stable test conditions which is very dependent of what type of
system being studied and how it is operated. Here the key operating parameters of the system have
been considered “stable” when the system for a duration of 10 minutes shows a difference between the
maximum and the minimum COP values of less than 0.05.

3.3 Retrofit procedure
Retrofitting refrigeration systems is nothing new. It has been done often enough in the history but since
the business tend to forget rapidly it is valuable to remind the companies active in this process of the
most important steps. Du Pont/Chemours provide a “Retrofit guideline” with the refrigerant as an extra
precaution although this refrigerant retrofit procedure is not necessarily different compared to previous
applied procedures.
Before checking the steps of the retrofit it can be mentioned that R449A is aimed to be a so called “drop
in retrofit”. This implies that the same hardware and lubrication oil should be possible to use.
3.3.1 Retrofit guideline
In order to retrofit the systems from R404A to R449A, the recommended steps are described below by
the refrigerant manufacturer (Chemours 2016a):
Refrigerant retrofit checklist:
1. Establish baseline performance with R404A:
Collect system performance data while R404A is in the system. Check for correct refrigerant
charge and operating conditions. The baseline data of temperatures and pressures at various
points in the system (evaporator, condenser, compressor suction and discharge, evaporator
vapour superheat, and condenser liquid sub cool) at normal operating conditions will be useful in
comparing performances, noting any anomalies in system operation and when optimizing
operation of the system with R404A.
2. Check lubricant:
For most cases, the POE lubricant (synthetic oil) used in the R404A system should be suitable for
use with R449A. Check its quality though.
3. Remove the R404A charge into recovery cylinders:
Remove the entire R404A refrigerant from the system into a recovery cylinder. The weight of the
amount removed can be used as a guide for the quantity of R449A to be charged to the system.
4. Replace/adapt system parts:
The filter drier can be replaced during this retrofit procedure. The different elements are

supposed to be compatible from R404A to R449A. The electronic expansion valve should be set
on the new refrigerant though.
5. Evacuate system and check for leaks:
Vacuum the system to < 1.32 mbar (EN 378). Then do a high pressure test with dry nitrogen to
check for leaks. Vacuum the system again after this test.
6. Charge system with R449A:
Start by charging approximately 85% of the previous charge of R404A. Start up the system and
continue charging with R449A until you reach the desired operating conditions (superheat,
subcooling). Note the amount of refrigerant charged. Check oil level.
7. Label the system with new refrigerant and lubricant.
3.3.2 Retrofit procedure
In this study case, the baseline data has been established with the Climacheck performance analyser
as described above. For all the systems the lubrication oil was replaced together with the filter drier.
As far as the charge is concerned a marginal increase in the charge was noted. In one case the
removed R404A charge was 12 kg and the new R449A charge was 12.5 kg which can be said to be
within the tolerances of the system.
Overall no difficulties were recorded or any implications occurred during the retrofit procedure.

4 Case study 1 - supermarket CS1
Two case studies have been carried out where the first system, CS1, represents a relatively modern fully
indirect refrigeration system. It was installed in 2005 and has the associated level of equipment one can
be expected such as electronic expansion valves. The second case study is a very different type of system
which is representative for the smaller and often also older supermarket systems. It is a partly indirect
refrigeration system with DX on both MT and LT. The refrigerant charge is large compared to the CS1
system although the cooling capacities are much lower.
CS1 represents an example of a relatively modern refrigeration system. The analysed system consists of
two refrigeration circuits: one low temperature (LT) system that provides cooling at temperature range
of [-35;-25] °C, and one medium temperature (MT) system providing cooling at temperatures of [-9;-5]
°C. Below a picture of the CS1 machine room is presented as Figure 15.

Figure 15 - Photo of the machine room of CS1 system

4.1 Medium temperature system CS1MT
The medium temperature system is an indirect refrigeration system, as it is shown in the simplified
diagram in Figure 16. The MT refrigeration system delivers cooling capacity to the secondary refrigerant
(propylene glycol) that distributes this further to cabinets. The condenser is cooled by a coolant loop.

Figure 16 - Simplified drawing of the CS1MT cooling system

Medium temperature circuit (CS1MT) design is presented in Figure 17. The main components of the
CS1MT system are:






Compressor: Bitzer 8GC-60.2Y semi hermetic - reciprocating.
Evaporator: Alfa Laval AC-120-150-EQ plate heat exchanger – secondary refrigerant to
refrigerant.
Condenser: Alfa Laval AC-120-110-EQ plate heat exchanger condenser, refrigerant to secondary
coolant.
Subcooler: Alfa Laval brazed plate heat exchanger- refrigerant to secondary coolant.
Expansion device: Electronic expansion valve.

It should be mentioned that the ideally no hardware has to be replaced when retrofitting to R449A. In
this case, however, the expansion valve was broken so consequently it was replaced prior to the R404A
baseline measurements. Further, the controller was not possible to update with the properties of R449A
so it had to be replaced as well.
The figure below shows all the hardware details of the MT system but as said the only changes done
were related to the expansion valve. No other tunings or adjustments were done.

Figure 17 - CS1MT refrigeration system design with the ClimaCheck sensors

4.1.1 Measured data
The CS1MT was evaluated during a period from June 2015 until December 2015. During this period the
baseline R404A system performance has been established and the system was later retrofitted with
R449A according to the retrofit procedure suggested by the manufacturer and listed in the methodology
part of this report.
This analysis compares the performance of the CS1MT system that uses R404A refrigerant during the
baseline period of 01-31 July 2015, with the performance of CS1MT system that uses refrigerant R449A
during the period of 24 September - 08 November 2015. Below an example of an hour of CS1MT system
stable operation using R404A and R449A refrigerants are presented in the Figure 18 and Figure 19
respectively.

Figure 18 - One hour of stable operation of CS1MT unit using R404A

Figure 19 – One hour of stable operation of CS1MT unit using R449A

4.1.2 Subcooling and superheating
During the reference periods the systems has operated with comparable subcooling and superheating
temperatures, as presented in the Figure 20 and Figure 21. The superheat values for the R449A
operation were observed to be slightly lower than that of R404A (around 1.5 K lower on average during
the stable operation of both systems).

Figure 20 – Observed superheating values during the stable operation of CS1MT system using R404A and R449A.

The subcooling of the R404A system was nearly constant during the observed baseline period, whereas
the subcooling of the R449A system was around 1.5 K lower on average during the stable operation of
both systems.

Figure 21 - Observed subcooling values during the stable operation of CS1MT system using R404A and R449A refrigerants

4.1.3 Operating temperatures
The observed middle evaporating and middle condensing temperatures over the respective baseline
periods of observation are presented on the Figure 22 and Figure 23. It can be seen, that both systems
were operated at a wide range of middle condensing and middle evaporating temperatures. Whereas
the R404A system has operated at slightly higher middle evaporating temperatures (in the range
from -17 °C to -8 °C for R404A system compared to the range of -20 °C to -10 °C for R449A system) and
slightly higher middle evaporating temperatures (in the range from 29 °C to 45 °C for R404A system
compared to the range of 25 °C to 43 °C for R449A system).

Figure 22 – Observed middle evaporating temperatures over baseline periods of observation of stable CS1MT operation

Figure 23 - Observed middle condensing temperatures over baseline periods of observation of stable CS1MT operation

It can be relevant to compare the system performance taking into account the heat exchange
performance of the condenser and evaporator. It can be seen that both systems maintained comparable
secondary refrigerant temperatures at the evaporator outlet (Figure 24). Whereas the secondary coolant
at the condenser inlet temperature range cover a wide range of operation conditions (Figure 25), with
values during R404A operation slightly lower than that during R449A operation. This is due to that the
R449A system has been evaluated during a period with slightly colder ambient temperatures, compared
to the R404A system.

Figure 24 – Brine temperature at the evaporator outlet, CS1MT system

Figure 25 - Secondary coolant temperatures at condenser inlet, CS1MT system

4.1.3 Compressor discharge temperature
The compressor discharge temperature values are as expected higher for the R449A than for R404A
refrigerant. Figure 26 presents the entire number of observed compressor discharge values during the
stable CS1MT system operation. It can be seen, that the discharge temperatures are higher in case of the
refrigerant R449A, compared to that of refrigerant R404A (approximately 13 °C higher in the example of
mid condensing temperature of 35 °C). The maximum observed compressor discharge temperature
during R449A system stable operation is slightly higher than 92 °C. The observed values are within the
safe limit defined by compressor manufacturer. It should be noted that higher temperatures for R449A
system implies greater heat losses from the compressor body which may slightly affect the Climacheck
calculation basis. The reason is that according to the method the heat loss is assumed to be a constant
percentage of the input power whereas in reality the compressor surface is the same although
temperature is different i.e. higher for R449A. This results in a lower calculated loss for R449A which
implies a slight “advantage” calculation wise. It is, however, not considered significant and is therefore
left out in this analysis.

Figure 26 - Compressor discharge temperatures at stable operation of CS1MT system

4.1.4 Observed performance of CS1MT system
This chapter will summarize major performance characteristics of CS1MT system. The performance is
presented at a range of secondary refrigerant temperatures at evaporator outlet, at specific secondary
coolant temperature at the condenser inlet. This presentation of the performance data includes the
effect of the refrigerant on the heat transfer in the evaporator and condenser, and therefore properly
represents the real life effect of the refrigerants on the performance of analysed systems.

COP (Coefficient of Performance)
The measured COP of the CS1MT system at a coolant inlet temperature of 30˚C for a range of secondary
refrigerant forward temperatures is presented in Figure 27. It can be seen, that both systems have
comparable COP values at the presented conditions. Although it is difficult to judge from the
representation below the R449A based system is slightly more energy efficient than R404A system.

Figure 27 - COP at secondary coolant at condenser inlet temperature of 30 °C, CS1MT system

Cooling capacity
The measured cooling capacity of the CS1MT system for a return coolant temperature of 30 ˚C vs. a
range of the secondary refrigerant temperatures at the evaporator outlet is presented in Figure 28. It can
be seen, that R404A cooling capacity is slightly higher than that of R449A system. The difference in this
case correspond to about -10% for R449A system.

Figure 28 – Cooling capacity at secondary coolant at condenser inlet temperature of 30 °C, CS1MT system

4.2 Low temperature system CS1LT
The low temperature system is an indirect refrigeration system, as shown on the simplified diagram in
the Figure 29. The LT refrigeration system “distributes the cooling” via the secondary refrigerant (CO2)
that is connected to the LT cabinets (in blue below). The condenser is cooled by the coolant loop
indicated in red in the figure below.

Figure 29 - Simplified drawing of the CS1LT cooling system

Low temperature circuit (CS1LT) design is presented in Figure 30. The main components of the CS1LT
system are:





Compressor. Bitzer 4G-20.2Y semi hermetic reciprocating;
Evaporator: Plate heat exchanger
Condenser: Alfa Laval CB-52-50H plate heat exchanger
Subcooler: Alfa Laval brazed plate heat exchanger, after the receiver.

Figure 30 - CS1LT design

4.2.1 Measured data
The LT performance has been evaluated under the period from June 2015 until December 2015. During
this period the baseline R404A system performance has been established and the system has been
retrofitted with R449A according to the retrofit methodology suggested by the manufacturer and listed
in the methodology part of this report.
This analysis compares the performance of the CS1LT system that uses R404A refrigerant during the
baseline period of 25 June – 21 September 2015, with the performance of CS1MT system that uses
R449A during the period of 24 September – 8 November 2015. The example of an hour of CS1LT system
stable operation using R404A and R449A refrigerants is presented in the Figure 31 and Figure 32
respectively.

Figure 31 - One hour of stable operation of CS1LT unit using R404A

Figure 32 - One hour of stable operation of CS1LT unit using R449A

4.2.2 Subcooling and superheating
During the reference periods the system has operated with comparable superheating temperatures for
both refrigerants, as presented in the Figure 33.

Figure 33 - Observed superheating values during the stable operation of CS1LT system using R404A and R449A refrigerants

The subcooling values for R449A were observed to be significantly higher than for R404A. On average,
the subcooling of the R449A system was 12 K higher than the subcooling of the R404A system (Figure
34). That is mainly due to a lower mass flow of R449A and differences in fluid properties.

Figure 34 - Observed subcooling values during the stable operation of CS1LT system using R404A and R449A refrigerants

4.2.3 Operating temperatures
The observed middle evaporating and middle condensing temperatures over the respective baseline
periods of observation are presented on the Figure 35 and Figure 36. It can be seen, that both systems
have significant number of stable operation data within wide range of both middle evaporating and
middle condensing temperatures.

Figure 35 - Observed middle evaporating temperatures over baseline periods of observation of CS1LT

Figure 36 - Observed middle condensing temperatures over baseline periods of observation of CS1LT

It is relevant to compare the system performance taking into account the performance of the condenser
and evaporator. As can be seen both systems maintained comparable secondary refrigerant (CO2)
temperatures at the evaporator outlet (Figure 37). As far as the secondary coolant temperatures at the
condenser inlet, the temperature variation for the R404A system during the observed period has been
wider, than for the R449A system (Figure 38). Still, a significant amount of stable data is observed for
both refrigerants in the wide range of secondary coolant at the condenser inlet temperature range from
15 °C to 35 °C.

Figure 37 – Secondary refrigerant temperatures at evaporator outlet, CS1LT system

Figure 38 - Observed secondary coolant temperatures at condenser inlet for refrigerants R404A and R449A, CS1LT system

4.2.4 Compressor discharge temperature
The compressor discharge temperature values are higher for R449A refrigerant than for R404A
refrigerant. Figure 39 presents the entire amount of observed compressor discharge values during the
stable CS1LT system operation. It can be seen, that the discharge temperatures are higher in case of the
R449A, compared to that of R404A (15 K higher in the example of mid condensing temperature of 35 °C).
The maximum observed compressor discharge temperature during R449A system stable operation is 108
°C, whereas the maximum for R404A system is 93 °C. The observed values are within the safe limit
defined by compressor manufacturers. It should be noted that higher temperatures for R449A system
imply greater heat transfer (heat losses) from the compressor which consequently affects its overall
calculated efficiency.

Figure 39 - Compressor discharge temperatures at stable operation, CS1LT

4.2.5 Observed performance of CS1LT system
This chapter will summarize major performance characteristics of CS1LT system. The performance is
presented at the range of secondary refrigerant temperatures at evaporator outlet, at specific coolant
temperature at the condenser inlet. This presentation includes the effect of the refrigerant on the heat
transfer in the evaporator and condenser respectively, and therefore properly represents the effect of
the refrigerants on the performance of analysed systems.
COP (Coefficient of Performance)
The measured COP of the CS1LT system at the secondary coolant at condenser inlet temperature of 30
˚C over a range of the CO2 temperatures at the evaporator outlet presented in Figure 40. It can be seen,
that COP of R449A system is significantly higher than COP of R404A system. This is due to the positive
effect of subcooling, which is significantly higher for the R449A system. Figure 41 therefore presents the
equivalent COP values normalized to the constant subcooling of 15 °C. At the normalized conditions
R449A is shown to have COP values 7 % higher at the conditions of 30 °C coolant temperature at the
condenser inlet and varying CO2 temperature at the evaporator outlet.

Figure 40 – COP at secondary coolant at condenser inlet temperature of 30 °C, CS1LT system

Figure 41 - COP at secondary coolant at condenser inlet temperature of 30 °C, normalized values considering 15 °C subcooling,
CS1LT system

Cooling capacity
The measured cooling capacity of the CS1LT system at coolant temperature at the condenser inlet of 30
˚C over a range of the brine out temperatures presented in Figure 42. It can be seen, that cooling
capacity of the R449A system is significantly higher than the cooling capacity of the R404A system.
Similarly to COP, this is due to the positive effect of subcooling, which is significantly higher for R449A
system. Figure 43 therefore presents the equivalent cooling capacity values normalized to the constant
subcooling of 15 ˚C. At the normalized conditions R449A has slightly lower cooling capacity, compared to
the R404A system (2 % lower at the conditions of 30 °C coolant temperature at the condensing inlet and
-30 °C CO2 temperature at the evaporator outlet)

Figure 42 – Cooling capacity at secondary coolant at condenser inlet temperature of 30 °C, CS1LT system
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Figure 43 – Cooling capacity at secondary coolant at condenser inlet temperature of 30 °C, normalized values considering 15
°C subcooling, CS1LT system

5 Case study 2 – supermarket CS2
CS2 is the second system to be evaluated and analysed. It is direct expansion system that has been is
originally from the 80s but has been rebuilt many times since then. It therefore the example of an “old”
supermarket refrigeration system. The photo of the CS2 LT machine room is presented at Figure 44.

Figure 44 - Photo of the machine room of CS2 LT system

5.1 Medium temperature system CS2MT
Medium temperature system CS2MT is the direct expansion refrigeration system, as it shown on the
simplified diagram at the Figure 45. The refrigeration system delivers cooling directly by evaporating the
refrigerant in the cabinets. The condenser is cooled by the 38% propylene-glycol/water coolant loop.

Figure 45 - Simplified drawing of the CS2MT cooling system

Medium temperature circuit (CS2MT) design is presented in Figure 46. The main components of the
CS1MT system are:




Compressor: Bitzer 4Z-5.2 semi hermetic reciprocating;
Condenser: plate heat exchanger, that rejects heat to the propylene glycol coolant
Liquid receiver

Figure 46 – CS2MT cooling system design with ClimaCheck sensors

5.1.1 Measured data
The CS2MT performance has been evaluated during the period from January 2016 until July 2016. During
the first part of the period the baseline R404A system performance has been established. The system
was then retrofitted with R449A according to the retrofit procedure suggested by the manufacturer and
listed in the methodology part of this report.
This analysis compares performance of CS2MT system that uses R404A refrigerant during the baseline
period of 9 March – 2 April 2016, with the performance of CS2MT system that uses refrigerant R449A

during the period of 4-22 April 2016. An example of a five and one hour CS1MT R404A system operation
is presented on the Figure 47 and Figure 48 for refrigerants R404A and R449A respectively.

Figure 47 - Five hour of operation of CS2MT unit using R404A

Figure 48 - One hour of operation of CS2MT unit using R449A

As can be seen from the figures above, the CS1MT system operation is not stable! This is mainly due to
an oversized compressor and very basic controls. To improve the running in order to be able to analyse

the system at all a start delay relay was installed which prolonged the running times slightly. It is
however difficult to establish reliable data with such unstable operation.
For the sake of the current analysis and the selection of relevant data, the system operation was
considered to be stable at the conditions when the difference between the minimum and maximum COP
within 3 minute time is less than 3%.
5.1.2 Subcooling and superheating
During the reference periods the systems operated with superheating temperatures, as presented in the
Figure 49. The superheat in these type systems are generally high which is due to a number of reasons
such as poor expansion valve adjustment, long suctions lines, poorly insulated lines and sometimes liquid
and suctions lines bundled together. After some initial tuning of the R404A system the results for both
refrigerants are comparable, with R449A system being 3 K greater superheating on average than R404A.

Figure 49 - Observed superheating values during the stable operation of CS2MT system using R404A and R449A refrigerants

The subcooling values for both refrigerants are low, as presented in the Figure 50. The system has a
receiver and the subcooling after the condenser as well as the receivers was measures. In the latter case
we should obviously expect 0 superheat, which is also what is displayed in Figure 50.

Figure 50 - Observed subcooling values during the stable operation of CS2MT system using R404A and R449A refrigerants

5.1.3 Operating temperatures
The observed middle evaporating and condensing temperatures over the respective baseline periods of
observation are presented on the Figure 51 and Figure 52. It can be seen, that both systems have
significant number of stable operation data points within a wide range of both the middle evaporating
temperature and middle condensing temperature.

Figure 51 - Observed middle evaporating temperatures over baseline periods of observation of CS2MT

Figure 52 - Observed middle condensing temperatures over baseline periods of observation of CS2MT

The observed coolant temperatures at the condenser inlet are presented in the Figure 53 . It can be seen
that the observed values are similar for both R404A and R449A systems.

Figure 53 - Observed coolant temperature at condenser inlet over baseline periods of observation of CS2MT

5.1.4 Compressor discharge temperature
The compressor discharge temperature values are also here higher for R449A refrigerant than for R404A
refrigerant. Figure 54 presents the entire amount of observed compressor discharge values during the
stable CS2MT system operation. It can be seen, that the discharge temperatures are higher for R449A,
compared to that of refrigerant R404A (4 K higher in the example of mid condensing temperature of 35

°C). The maximum observed compressor discharge temperature during R449A system stable operation is
98 °C, whereas the maximum for R404A system is 92 °C. Thus, the compressor discharge temperatures
are higher for R449A, but the temperature increase is mitigated by lower superheat values of the R449A
system, compared to the observed superheat of R404A system.

Figure 54 - Compressor discharge temperatures at stable operation, CS2MT

5.1.5 Observed performance of CS2MT system
This chapter will summarize the major performance characteristics of CS2MT system. In this evaluation it
was decided not to display the measured and calculated cooling capacity and COP results since the
relatively unstable operation implies a considerable uncertainty.
The cooling load in the cabinets can, however, be considered to be been nearly constant during the
period from 14 March to 3 April 2016 for R404A refrigerant and during period from 11 April to 1 May
2016 for R449A refrigerant. When studying the load profiles of this supermarket it was evident that the
actual load on the refrigeration system was constant until the ambient temperature reached a daily
average of 15 °C. For the period indicted above the ambient temperature never reached this level. It is
therefore possible to compare the electricity consumption as a measure of the efficiency of the system
before and after retrofit. This is presented in Figure 55.
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Figure 55 - Compressor energy consumption, CS2MT

This measurement period was three weeks for both R404A and R449A and the average of the respective
weekdays were displayed in the figure above. The reason for this is that a supermarket may have slightly
different energy usage patterns depending on the daily shopping activity.
On average, the energy usage for R449A was 2% higher than that of R404A during the presented period
of operation. The conclusion is obviously that the two candidates have very similar efficiency since the
nature of this kind of test would not allow to draw too detailed conclusions.

5.2 Low temperature system CS2LT
The low temperature system CS2LT is a direct expansion refrigeration system, as it is shown in the
simplified diagram at the Figure 56. It delivers cooling directly by evaporating the refrigerant in the
cabinets. The condenser is cooled by the 38% propylene-glycol/water coolant loop.

Figure 56 - Simplified drawing of the CS2LT cooling system

Low temperature circuit (CS2LT) design is presented in Figure 57. The main components of the LT are




Compressor: Copeland P3D 100X semi hermetic reciprocating;
Condenser: plate heat exchanger, that rejects heat to the propylene glycol coolant
Liquid receiver

Figure 57 - CS2LT cooling system design with ClimaCheck sensors

5.2.1 Measured data
The CS2LT performance was evaluated under the period from January 2016 until July 2016. During this
period the baseline R404A system performance has been established. The system was retrofitted with
R449A according to the retrofit methodology suggested by the manufacturer and listed in the
methodology part of this report.
This analysis compares the performance of CS2MT system that uses R404A refrigerant during the
baseline period of 9 March – 2 April 2016, with the performance of CS2MT system that uses refrigerant
R449A during the period of 2 June – 1 July 2016. An example of the CS2LT system operation is presented
in the figures below. It can be seen that the operation is a bit more stable than the MT system with
longer running times.

Figure 58 - The operation of the CS2LT unit, R404A system

Figure 59 - One hour of operation of CS2LT unit, R449A system

5.2.2 Subcooling and superheating
During the reference periods the system has operated with superheating temperatures, as presented in
the Figure 60. The superheating of the system when using R449A is significantly lower than that for
R404A system (11 K lower on average). The R404A system had to be adjusted to prove that the

superheat could be reduced otherwise the retrofit would not have been possible. Although the R404A
superheat may still be considered high it was reduced to a level where it was acceptable. These type of
DX systems are inherently difficult to adjust to acceptable superheat levels due to reasons already
mentioned which are related to the type of hardware used. The difference in superheat should be kept
in mind when the discharge temperatures are later evaluated since there is a direct impact on those
results related to the superheat.
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Figure 60 - Observed superheat values during the stable operation of CS2LT system using R404A and R449A refrigerants

The subcooling values for both refrigerants are presented in the Figure 61. It can be seen that the
subcooling of the system charged with R449A has been observed within a range of 0-2 K, whereas for the
R404A system the values were observed within 6-7 K.

Figure 61 - Observed subcooling values during the stable operation of CS2LT system using R404A and R449A refrigerants.

The difference on subcooling is difficult to explain with less than that the R404A fluid may have been
deviating from what it should be. The liquid temperature is measured right after the receiver so the
subcooling is expected to be 0 K, which is also the case with R449A. The latter support that the
measurement equipment is accurate. Still this will raise a light concern as to the R404A results in this
system evaluation.
5.2.3 System operating temperatures
The observed middle evaporating and condensing temperatures over the respective baseline periods are
presented on the Figure 60 and Figure 52. It can be seen, that both systems have significant number of
stable operation data points for the [-46; -38] °C middle evaporating temperature range which seem to
be comparable for both fluids.

Figure 62 - Observed middle evaporating temperatures over baseline periods of observation of CS2LT

Figure 63 - Observed middle condensing temperatures over baseline periods of observation of CS2LT.

When it comes to the middle condensing temperature range is seems that R404A has a narrower and
higher condensing temperature interval [36; 41] ˚C as oppose to [31; 44] ˚C for R449A. This may be
related to the issue discussed above that the saturation temperature may be different to what is
assumed due to a concentration deviation of the fluid. In reality the condensing temperatures are
probably about the same!

Figure 64 - Observed coolant temperature at the CS2LT condenser inlet.

The observed coolant temperatures at the condenser inlet are presented in the Figure 64. It can be seen
that R449A system operation is represented by a wider range of the coolant temperatures at the
condenser inlet. Both systems have significant amount of stable operation data points for the [27; 32]
range of the coolant temperatures. This supports the conclusion that the R404A condensing temperature
is probably not correct due a deviating vapour pressure curve.
5.2.4 Compressor discharge temperature
Figure 65 presents the entire amount of observed compressor discharge values during the stable CS2LT
system operation. It can be seen, that the discharge temperatures of R449A systems are significantly
higher compared to R404A and this is although the lower superheat of R449A. The observed compressor
discharge temperatures of R449A system are 15-20 K higher than those of R404A. It should be noted,
that the observed R449A values are rather high and must be considered “on the limit”. What the actual
limit is may be argued but often 125°C is mentioned as a “maximum allowed” temperature considering
the risk of affecting the oil.

Figure 65 - Compressor discharge temperatures at stable operation, CS2LT

5.2.5 Observed performance of CS2LT system
This chapter will summarize major performance characteristics of CS2LT system. Tthe cooling load can be
considered to be equivalent during the period from 14 March to 3 April 2016 for R404A and during
period from 5 June to 18 June 2016 for R449A refrigerant. Although the ambient temperatures are
higher in the later period they are not high enough to affect the LT refrigeration system load. It is
therefore possible to compare the electricity consumption of the system before and after retrofit, as
presented in Figure 66.
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Figure 66 - Compressor energy consumption, CS2LT

This method is the same here as for the MT system – the average of the respective week days have been
calculated and compared for the two refrigerants for the respective periods. On average, the energy
consumption when using R449A refrigerant was 6 % higher than that of R404A during the evaluated
period of operation.

Discussion
The F-Gas Regulation will have a great impact on users of R404A, which is the most popular refrigerant
for supermarket refrigeration systems. Equipment manufacturers and users are therefore looking for the
alternative refrigerants to replace R404A in new and existing equipment. The replacement process is
complex since there are numerous routes to take such as natural refrigerants such as R744, R717 and
R290 or low GWP HFCs such as R449A, R448A, etc.
This study has focused on R449A which is a refrigerant blend that is developed as a replacement to
R404A with GWP of nearly one third that of R404A. R449A is non-flammable refrigerant that is claimed
to be suitable for both new equipment and retrofit of existing systems. R449A is therefore considered as
a replacement to R404A but there has been a limited number of experimental studies on the
replacement of R404A with R449A in real systems.
The theoretical study confirms that R449A should have comparable to slightly better efficiency
compared to R404A. One practical circumstance that may affect the real performance is the gliding
evaporation and condensing temperatures of R449A. Depending on the type of heat exchanger a
particular system may or may not be “punished” by the glide. Therefore, it can seldom be expected that
the respective evaporation and condensing temperatures will be more favourable with R449A than
R404A – rather the other way around.
In real life the glide may make it more difficult for the refrigeration technicians to adjust the system since
it is not a given that the technicians have the knowledge or experience to work with glide fluids. The
implication from this fact is that some systems may suffer from incorrect superheat or subcooling which
inevitably affects the efficiency of the system. Historically when the CFCs where phased out in favour of
HFCs there were also a vast amount of refrigerant alternatives of which several were “high glide”
candidates such as R407C. The business has to a large extent chosen not to work with these but rather
R404A which has a minimal glide. Theoretically R404A and R407C has similar efficiency but still R404A
was favoured. Having that said, a glide fluid is not necessarily less efficient but do raise a few practical
challenges.
This project has retrofitted and evaluated medium and low temperature systems of two representative
supermarket systems. This implies evaluation in a “field environment” which is different from a
laboratory environment. It is therefore important to stress that these results are not as accurate when it
comes to comparisons as a laboratory system would be. On the other hand these results show the
practical implications of measurements, method and refrigerants in real life. A field measurement
method such as the Climacheck method and equipment used here is a valuable tool although it is based
on certain assumptions. Other implications are the type of operation of the systems. As seen in the
report the CS2 system is very difficult to analyse due to inherently unstable operation. The latter will
have an impact in the level of conclusions one can make. In this study the detailed results as far as
capacity and efficiency are therefore left out for the CS2 system. It was, however, possible to draw good
and detailed conclusions in the CS1 system.

The R449A refrigerant is marketed as a so called drop in solutions, which may be argued in some cases.
Not all expansions devises are possible to adapt to R449A which may imply least an expansion valve
controller to be replaced. A critical property is the discharge gas temperature which for a LT system may
increase in the range 15-30 °C. In practice this implies that the LT systems have to be measured and
analysed before retrofitting! If a system, like the CS2 system in this study, is directly converted the
discharge temperature would have exceeded the allowed limits. Therefore, one of the most important
outcomes of this study is that a strong recommendation is forwarded to the plant owners to have their
retrofit candidate systems analysed before retrofitting! Most important is to check the superheat and
discharge temperature levels before initiating a retrofit.
A minimum level of analysis to be performed before the retrofit is what we here refer to as the “four
point method”. This implies measuring the respective evaporation and condensing
pressures/temperatures as well as the suction gas and discharge temperatures respectively. How time
consuming this is will depend on the operation of the system. In general it can be concluded that the
temperatures should be logged during at least two on-off cycles or approximately 1 hour. The
temperature change is a rather slow process so a momentary value is not good enough. Depending on
the control of the system the length and the temperature may change considerably between the cycles.
Any auxiliary cooling fans should be shut off since they do affect the results on the discharge
temperature significantly. Pressures change rapidly and may also be monitored with service gauges and
noted by hand.
When the results are acquired a brief analysis must be done where the level of evaporation and
condensation temperatures can be evaluated. If the condensation temperature is expected to be
considerably higher in other conditions such as warm ambient the discharge temperature will be higher
as well. As a rule of thumb it can be said that the discharge temperature increases at least 2 K with each
extra °C of condensing – provided the other parameters remains the same. Every extra degree of
superheat will add the same on the discharge temperature.
A vital check to see if the results are “sound” is to check the compressor isentropic efficiency. If this is
higher than 70 % the discharge temperature is probably underestimated or the suction gas temperature
is overestimated. This is often the case since it may be difficult to measure close to the compressor in
compact refrigeration units. Proper placing of the temperature probes as well as contact paste and
insulation is key to a good measurement result!
Once the results are obtained one need to consider “a margin” on the discharge gas temperature –
especially on LT – with at least 20 K. This implies that the R404A system must not have higher discharge
temperature than 100-105 °C otherwise it needs to be adjusted to each this level. The next step is to
investigate if and how the system may be adjusted. Some systems may be very difficult to adjust but
most systems can be tuned sufficiently. At the end of the day one need to consider the effort and
potential investment it takes to judge whether it is feasible or not.

Conclusions
R449A is non-flammable and non-toxic blend of almost equal amounts of R32, R125, R1234yf and R134a
(24.3/24.7/25.3/25.7 mass% respectively) with a GWP of 1397, which is almost 65 % lower than that of
R404A. Its boiling temperature is close to that of R404A, but its critical temperature is somewhat higher
(81.5 °C). The temperature glide is high - approximately 6 K at atmospheric pressure. R449A is shown to
have good thermal stability and material compatibility. R449A is seen as a retrofit refrigerant for current
R404A systems. While certain adjustments and checks are necessary, generally it is expected that the
R449A system will be able to keep similar capacity and energy efficiency as compared to R404A/R507A.
According to the refrigerant manufacturer, R449A can theoretically improve the efficiency 5 and 4%
compared to the R404A performance at low and medium temperature conditions. The cooling capacity
values are very similar. According to a compressor manufacturer’s data a somewhat lower capacity in the
range of 5-10% is indicated. Summing up the different sources the general picture is that the efficiency is
expected to be slightly higher and the cooling capacity slightly lower. These results are practically always
referred to the same (mid) evaporation and condensing temperatures, which in practice may be
different depending on the type of heat exchanger.
The theoretical study shows that the compressor discharge temperature increase is in the range of 14 to
18 K for MT conditions and about 25 to 35 K for LT conditions. This suggests that the use of R449A
refrigerant at low temperature conditions and high refrigerant superheat conditions may lead to the
unacceptably high compressor discharge temperatures.
In this study case, the baseline data has been established with a Climacheck performance analyser. The
retrofit guide from the refrigerant manufacturer was followed and for all the systems the lubrication oil
was replaced together with the filter drier. As marginal increase in charge was noted. In one case the
removed R404A charge was 12 kg and the new R449A charge was 12.5 kg.
The CS1MT system with R449A shows a discharge temperature approximately 13 K higher at a
condensing temperature of 35 °C. The COP of the CS1MT system is “comparable” – essentially no
difference can be detected from these results. The cooling capacity is slightly lower with R449A and the
difference in this case correspond to about 10%.
The CS1LT system with R449A shows a 15 K higher discharge temperature at a condensing temperature
of 35 °C with a maximum of 108 °C. This is still within the safe limit defined by the compressor
manufacturer. The COP of the CS1LT system is about 7% higher with R449A at normalized subcooling
conditions. The cooling capacity is about 2% lower for R449A compared to R404A at the conditions
indicated above.
For the CS2MT system the maximum compressor discharge temperature with R449A is 98 °C, whereas
the maximum for R404A system is 92 °C. Thus, the compressor discharge temperatures are higher for
R449A, but the temperature increase is mitigated by lower superheat values of the R449A system. The
energy usage for R449A was about 2% higher than that of R404A during the presented period of

operation. The conclusion is obviously that the two candidates have very similar efficiency since the
nature of this kind of test would not allow to draw too detailed conclusions.
The compressor discharge for the CS2LT system showed significantly higher discharge temperatures for
R449A although a lower superheat. The difference is about 15-20 K higher than at corresponding
conditions with R404A. In absolute terms the maximum the observed temperature is just above 120°C.
What the actual limit is may be argued but often 125°C is mentioned as a “maximum allowed”
temperature considering the risk of affecting the oil.
The R449A refrigerant is marketed as a so called drop in solutions, however, not all expansions devises
can to adapt to R449A. A critical property is the discharge gas temperature which for a LT system may
increase in the range 15-30 °C. In practice this implies that the LT systems have to be analysed before
retrofitting. Therefore it is strongly recommended to analyse the system before retrofitting. Most
important is to check the superheat and discharge temperature levels before initiating a retrofit.
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